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[To be updated] The benzene radical anion is a
molecular ion pertinent to several organic reac-
tions, including the Birch reduction of benzene in
liquid ammonia. The species exhibits a dynamic
Jahn–Teller effect due to its open-shell nature and
undergoes pseudorotation of its geometry. Here
we characterize the complex electronic structure
of this condensed-phase system based on ab ini-
tio molecular dynamics simulations and GW cal-
culations of the benzene radical anion solvated in
liquid ammonia. Our findings provide important
insights into the electronic stability of the species,
revealing that it is indeed a bound state in the condensed phase, and offer electronic densities of states that aid
in the interpretation of experimental photoelectron spectra. Further, we find that the spatial character of the
excess electron of the solvated radical anion follows the underlying Jahn–Teller distortions of the molecular
structure and the time evolution of its symmetries.

I. INTRODUCTION1

Liquid ammonia is particularly well-known as a sol-2

vent which sustains long-lived solvated electrons formed3

by the dissolution of alkali metals.1 Recently, we used4

the flexible combination of refrigerated liquid microjet5

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy2,3 (XPS) and advanced6

ab initio calculations to characterize the electronic struc-7

ture of neat liquid ammonia4 as well as the alkali metal8

solutions.5 In the latter, the hallmark XPS feature of the9

solvated electron is located at the electron binding energy10

of −2.0 eV relative to the vacuum level and its concen-11

tration dependence was used to experimentally map the12

remarkable electrolyte-to-metal transition.5 The solvated13

electrons, which are essentially free electrons localized in14

a spherical cavity formed within the solvent structure,15

act as a powerful chemical reducing agent and, as such,16

find applications in numerous organic reductions. Ar-17

guably, the best known example is the Birch reduction18

of benzene in the environment of solvated electrons with19

the addition of an aliphatic alcohol.6 During the course20

of the reaction, the solvated electron binds to the ben-21

zene molecule, forming the benzene radical anion as the22

first reactive intermediate. This chemical role of the ben-23

zene radical anion as well as its prominent position as24

the simplest example of an aromatic anion has prompted25

several experimental7–10 and theoretical11,12 studies of26

the species in the past. A particularly intriguing con-27
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clusion that arises from these studies is that the stabil-28

ity of the species is environment-dependent. In particu-29

lar, the isolated benzene radical anion represents an un-30

bound metastable shape resonance with a life time on the31

femtosecond time scale, which was consistently demon-32

strated both by ab initio calculations11,12 and by electron33

scattering experiments10 in the gas phase. In contrast,34

the feasibility of the Birch reduction and various spec-35

troscopic experiments performed in different polar sol-36

vents,7–9 which measure the species over extended time37

scales, imply the stability of the electronic structure of38

the benzene radical anion as well as its thermodynamic39

stability in the context of a chemical equilibrium with sol-40

vated electrons.13 In addition to the non-trivial behavior41

of the electronic structure with respect to solvation, the42

presence of an excess electron in an initially energetically43

degenerate quantum state gives rise to a dynamic mul-44

timode E ⊗ e Jahn–Teller (JT) effect14,15 which results45

in complex behavior of the electronic structure as well46

as the molecular geometry. In particular, the optimal47

molecular structure of the benzene radical anion is not a48

fixed hexagonal one like the one of the neutral benzene49

parent molecule, but is rather represented by a contin-50

uum of lower-symmetry structures that form the so-called51

pseudorotation path.1252

Anticipating a future XPS measurement of the ben-53

zene radical anion as a natural continuation of the metal-54

ammonia solutions research, we have previously investi-55

gated the benzene radical anion in a liquid ammonia so-56

lution using computational methods with the aim to shed57

light on its structure, dynamics and spectroscopy and to58

provide a theoretical basis to aid the interpretation of59
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various experimental data. In our original work,16 we60

performed ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) of the61

explicitly solvated anion under periodic boundary con-62

ditions. These simulations were realized at the hybrid63

density functional theory (DFT) level of electronic struc-64

ture theory which we show to be, despite its high com-65

putational cost, a necessary methodological component66

to obtain a physically meaningful description of the ben-67

zene radical anion. At this level of theory, the excess68

electron spontaneously localizes on the benzene ring and69

remains stable for the length of the simulation, indicating70

the presence of a bound quantum electronic state. Based71

on the simulations of the stable charged system, we then72

addressed the structure of the solute and tracked the sys-73

tematic geometry distortions and pseudorotation due to74

the dynamic JT effect that persist in the thermalized,75

bulk system. More recently, we approached the problem76

of the solvent-induced stability of the benzene radical an-77

ion from the point of view of molecular clusters derived78

from the original condensed-phase AIMD simulations.1779

In that study, we calculated the excess electron vertical80

binding energy using explicit ionization in clusters of in-81

creasing size and find a range of results between −2.082

and −3.0 eV as the infinite cluster size limit depending83

on the specific methodology.84

The present work aims to shed light on the electronic85

structure of the benzene radical anion by employing new86

electronic structure calculations and analysis performed87

on our original AIMD thermal geometries. In the spa-88

tial domain, we describe the probability distribution of89

the excess electron and its correlation with the underly-90

ing JT distortions of molecular geometry using unsuper-91

vised machine learning methods.18 These methods have92

been used to analyze molecular dynamics trajectories93

and characterize representative molecular configurations94

of the studied systems in a bias-free way. Here, we em-95

ploy clustering analysis not only to the distribution of96

nuclear configurations of the benzene radical anion, but97

we also use it in conjunction with dimensionality reduc-98

tion to characterize the electronic structure. Then, in99

the energy domain, we aim to predict the binding ener-100

gies of the electrons in the studied system which can be101

directly compared to XPS data. To avoid the unphys-102

ical orbital energies directly available from the AIMD103

on-the-fly Kohn–Sham (KS) DFT electronic structure,104

we perform computationally demanding condensed-phase105

G0W0 calculations19,20 on the AIMD geometries to pre-106

dict the electronic densities of states (EDOS). To better107

understand the contributions of the individual species in108

the system in question, we additionally employ an ap-109

proach which projects the EDOS on local atomic orbitals110

to resolve the calculated data by species and in space.111

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-112

tion II, we discuss the details of the performed simula-113

tions and calculations and describe the technical founda-114

tions of the employed analysis. The main findings are115

then presented and discussed in Section III. There, we116

first focus on the results pertaining to the JT effect on117

the electronic structure and its correlation with the un-118

derlying molecular geometry. Then, we move on to the119

energetics of the electronic structure and the question of120

the stability and binding energy of the solvated benzene121

radical anion. These results are referenced against those122

for neutral benzene solvated in liquid ammonia and neat123

liquid ammonia itself. Finally, we summarize our results124

and draw conclusions in Section IV.125

II. METHODOLOGY126

A. AIMD simulations127

The original AIMD simulations of the benzene radical128

anion and neutral benzene in liquid ammonia under pe-129

riodic boundary conditions were realized using the the130

CP2K 5.1 package21–23 and its Gaussian and plane wave131

electronic structure module Quickstep.24 Both simulated132

systems consisted of one solute molecule and 64 solvent133

molecules in a cubic box of a fixed side length of 13.745 Å134

and 13.855 Åfor the benzene radical anion and neutral135

benzene, respectively. The nuclei were propagated with136

a 0.5 fs time step in the canonical ensemble at 223 K137

(−50 ◦C) using the stochastic velocity-rescaling thermo-138

stat.25 The electronic structure was calculated using the139

revPBE0-D3 hybrid density functional26–29 to limit the140

self-interaction error, as required for the localization of141

the excess electron and the stability of the benzene rad-142

ical anion.16 The KS wavefunctions were expanded into143

the TZV2P primary basis set,30 while the density was144

expanded in an auxiliary plane-wave basis with a 400 Ry145

cutoff, and GTH pseudopotentials31 were used to rep-146

resent the core 1s electrons of the heavy atoms. Addi-147

tionally, the auxiliary density matrix method32 with the148

cpFIT3 auxiliary basis set32 was used to accelerate the149

computationally demanding hybrid DFT electronic struc-150

ture calculations. The total simulated time was 100 ps151

for both systems, each collected from five 20 ps trajecto-152

ries initialized from decorrelated and equilibrated initial153

conditions.154

B. G0W0 calculations155

In this work, we use the G0W0 method19,20 to ob-156

tain physically meaningful one-electron energy levels of157

the condensed-phase, periodic systems in question. For158

each species, these calculations were performed on top of159

205 DFT-AIMD thermal structures extracted from the160

AIMD trajectories with a 0.5 ps stride with revPBE0-161

D3/TZV2P KS wavefunctions used as a starting point162

to obtain the corrected G0W0 energies. The calculations163

were again realized using the CP2K package, version 7.1.164

The self-energy was described analytically over the real165

frequency axis using the Padé approximation and the166

Newton-Raphson fixed point iteration was employed for167
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numerical solution of the corresponding algebraic equa-168

tions. The influence of periodic boundary conditions on169

the G0W0 energies was minimized by employing a period-170

icity correction scheme.33 The resulting EDOS, obtained171

as the distribution of the G0W0 energies, was described172

as a continuous probability density function through the173

kernel density estimation method using a Gaussian kernel174

with a 0.02 eV bandwidth. The G0W0 calculations per-175

formed in periodic boundary conditions do not directly176

provide the absolute values of electron binding energies177

due to the absence of the explicit liquid-vacuum bound-178

ary. Thus, to access the absolutely positioned EDOS,179

the whole spectrum must be shifted on the energy axis180

by a suitable constant. In other works, this was achieved181

by auxiliary slab calculations that provide an estimate of182

the shift.34,35 In our previous work on neat liquid ammo-183

nia combining G0W0 calculations with liquid XPS,2,4 we184

aligned the average energy of the calculated liquid 3a1185

peak to −9.09 eV, the average of the same peak obtained186

experimentally. This bypassed the need for additional ab187

initio calculations and facilitated the comparison of the188

whole spectrum between theory and experiment. Here,189

we exploit the fact that, as detailed in Section III, the190

electronic perturbation of the liquid ammonia solvent by191

the presence of the benzene radical anion is minor. As192

such, the total EDOS including the solute was shifted193

to match the same experimental valence liquid ammonia194

peak as in our previous work.195

To gain insight into the contributions of individual196

chemical species to the total G0W0 EDOS, we decom-197

pose this quantity into separate densities for each species198

and address the differences between the neat ammonia199

data and the data from systems with solutes. Specifi-200

cally, we rely on the original formulation of the projected201

density of states (PDOS) for KS orbitals by Hunt et al.,36202

where we project the total EDOS on the respective part203

of the atomic orbital basis set of every atom in the sys-204

tem individually. Extending the original approach, we205

use these projections for the G0W0-corrected binding en-206

ergies, since the spatial orbitals are identical between KS207

DFT and G0W0. For each atom and each configuration,208

each G0W0 energy is assigned a weight based on the mag-209

nitude of the projection of the corresponding orbital on210

that atom. Naturally, these atomic contributions can be211

collected into molecular contributions as needed for each212

particular system. The total EDOS can be expressed213

as the following ensemble average over the contributing214

structures215

ρ(E) =

〈∑
n

δ(E − EG0W0
n )

〉
, (1)216

where EG0W0
n are the G0W0 one-electron energy eigen-217

values and angle brackets denote an average over the en-218

semble of thermal structures. To decompose it, we use219

a projection on an atom-centered linear combination of220

atomic orbitals (LCAO) basis set {|Iγ〉}. This basis sat-221

isfies the completeness relation over the spanned space222 ∑
I

∑
γ

|Iγ〉 〈Iγ| = 1̂, (2)223

where the summation runs over all atoms I and all ad-224

ditional quantum numbers γ and 1̂ denotes the identity225

operator. Using the orthonormality of the original KS226

orbitals |ψn〉 that remain unchanged during the G0W0227

calculation, we can expand the total EDOS definition as228

a sum over atomic projections as229

ρ(E) =

〈∑
n

〈ψn|ψn〉 δ(E − En)

〉

=

〈∑
n

∑
I

∑
γ

〈ψn|Iγ〉 〈Iγ|ψn〉 δ(E − En)

〉

=
∑
I

〈∑
n

∑
γ

| 〈ψn|Iγ〉 |2δ(E − En)

〉
≡
∑
I

〈SI(E)〉 ≡
∑
I

ρI(E),

(3)230

where we have labeled the overlap-weighted kernel of the231

thermal average SI(E) and the whole thermally averaged232

atomic projection ρI(E). These atomic projections can233

then be summed over arbitrary subsets of atoms to ob-234

tain a PDOS on any species in question. Moreover, we235

can further resolve the atomic contributions as a func-236

tion of distance r from a chosen point of reference as the237

following two dimensional distribution238

ρ(E, r) =
1

4πr2g(r)

∑
I

〈SI(E)δ(r − rI)〉, (4)239

where rI is the distance of the I-th atom from the point240

of reference and the normalization factor in the denomi-241

nator based on the radial distribution function g(r) of the242

chosen species around the same point of reference ensures243

a uniform marginal distribution in r.244

C. Clustering Analysis245

The clustering of the relevant feature space vectors is246

based on the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) as im-247

plemented in the scikit-learn Python library.37 For the248

molecular geometries, we assign features as all vibrational249

normal modes with JT-active symmetry to naturally de-250

scribe the distortions in an 8D configuration space. For251

the electronic structure, we use a high-dimensional ab-252

stract feature space that relies on a Fourier decomposi-253

tion of the respective spin densities. Both feature spaces254

are described in detail in the following paragraphs. The255

GMM algorithm was chosen over the commonly used k-256

means clustering since it allows to reach a similar goal257

in a more flexible and general way and, moreover, yields258

a continuous parametrization of the obtained clusters in259
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terms of high-dimensional Gaussian functions that can260

be used to evaluate the cluster membership probability.261

The full covariance in all dimensions was employed to ac-262

count for possible spatial anisotropy of the clusters and263

a tight convergence limit of 10−5 was used.264

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION265

In the following paragraphs, we focus on the spatial266

character of the excess electron of the benzene radical267

anion using the spin density, an observable quantity ob-268

tained directly from an unrestricted Kohn–Sham (KS)269

DFT calculation. We aim at a description of the evolu-270

tion of the spin density in the context of the condensed-271

phase JT effect, which governs the distortions of the un-272

derlying molecular geometry of the benzene radical anion273

solvated in liquid ammonia.16 Specifically, we ask if the274

molecular distortions correlate with the immediate shape275

of the spin density and, therefore, if information about276

the JT state of the solute can be extracted directly from277

the electronic structure of the solvated species, similarly278

to how it can be extracted from its molecular geometry.279

Later on, we turn our attention to the energetics of the280

electronic structure, predict electronic densities of states281

for the studied system, and discuss then in detail in the282

context of the question of the stability of the solvated283

benzene radical anion as well as from the perspective of284

interpretation of XPS data.285

A. The Jahn–Teller Effect on the Molecular and286

Electronic Structure287

The essence of the JT effect in the benzene radical an-288

ion is as follows. As the D6h-symmetric benzene molecule289

accepts an excess electron, the formed degenerate E2u290

electronic state of the radical anion becomes unstable291

since it corresponds to a conical intersection between292

two adiabatic potential energy hypersurfaces (APESs).293

This instability is resolved by a symmetry-lowering dis-294

tortion along the JT-active normal modes of e2g sym-295

metry, which brings the system into a minimum on the296

pseudorotational path on the lower branch of the JT-split297

APES. At the same time, the symmetry of the initial298

electronic state is reduced as well, with two new possible299

electronic states states of lower symmetry, Au and B1u,300

corresponding to the ground state in the two opposite301

distortions of the molecular geometry.302

Clustering of Molecular Geometries303

The natural coordinates to describe the molecular dis-304

tortions are the four degenerate pairs of JT-active nor-305

mal modes. These are adopted here consistently with our306

previous work from the vibrational normal modes of an307

optimized neutral benzene molecule since it shares the308

same molecular structure and the point group with the309

radical anion in its reference undistorted geometry. A310

physically meaningful observation of the JT pseudorota-311

tion can be made by averaging the full 8D data over all312

modes that do not exhibit a strong enough JT split to313

be observable in the thermal system. Thus, the pseu-314

dorotation can be represented as a 2D distribution in the315

pair of remaining 1654 cm−1 e2g modes which show an316

appreciably strong JT effect. In this case, the free energy317

landscape of the pseudorotation valley is essentially flat318

and the path around it is described by a scalar parameter319

θ = arctan2(Qy/Qx) which represents the polar angle in320

the 2D subspace of the relevant normal mode coordinates321

labeled as Qx and Qy.16322

In order to analyze the full 8D distribution, we ap-323

plied the GMM clustering algorithm to the normal modes324

data set with the aim to find representative distortions.325

However, unlike in the case of the electronic structure326

in the following paragraphs, the resulting clustering of327

the data is not satisfactory for several reasons. Moti-328

vated by the threefold symmetry of the reference gas-329

phase APES, we attempted to separate the data into330

both three and six clusters. In both cases, clustering331

of comparable quality was obtained which implies that332

there is no clear number of natural clusters in the data333

set. This is further supported by additional attempts to334

cluster the data into a number of clusters that does not335

respect the inherent symmetry of the problem: again,336

similar outputs were produced. Moreover, the clustering337

is generally not reproducible and inconsistent positions338

of clusters are obtained each time. As a measure of clus-339

tering performance, we use silhouette coefficients, which340

range from −1 (wrong clustering) through 0 (poor clus-341

tering) to +1 (excellent clustering).38 If we cluster our342

data into three groups, the average silhouette coefficient343

does not exceed the value of ∼0.08, which quantifies the344

insufficient separation of the data (a silhouette plot is345

presented in Section S2 of the Supporting Information).346

This demonstrated lack of clear separation in the molecu-347

lar geometries suggests that the remaining modes do not348

bring much additional structure to the data set in com-349

parison to the reduced 2D distribution in Qx and Qy and350

the essentially flat character of the probability distribu-351

tion around the pseudorotation valley generalizes to the352

full dimensionality. Therefore, we adhere to the simpler353

continuous parametrization by θ to describe molecular354

distortions in the following analysis.355

Spin density dimensionality reduction356

To motivate the analysis of the electronic structure357

of the solvated species, we consider optimized gas-phase358

benzene radical anion structures where the excess elec-359

tron is artificially localized due to a finite orbital basis360

set. The spin density distributions for the two distinct361

JT distoritions are shown in Figure 1. The spin den-362

sity of the Au state (left) is characterized by four atom-363
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Spin density, Au state Spin density, B1u state

FIG. 1. The spin densities of the Au and B1u electronic states
of the benzene radical anion. The presented idealized geome-
tries and spin densities were obtained from a finite basis set
gas-phase calculation at the hybrid DFT level, as used for
the AIMD simulations; similar spin densities are however ob-
served in the condensed-phase simulations. The positive devi-
ations of the spin density are shown in green at two contours,
0.025 a−3

0 (opaque), and 0.006 a−3
0 (transparent), while the

negative deviations are shown in purple at the same isovalues
with a negative sign. The molecular structure of the benzene
radical anion is shown in gray as a whole.

centered maxima and two less pronounced minima local-364

ized along one of the C2 symmetry axes; the B1u spin365

density (right) exhibits two maxima localized on distal366

carbon atoms along the corresponding C2 axis and two367

elongated bridge-like positive deviations over a pair of368

carbon–carbon bonds parallel with this C2 axis. We also369

have to take into account that the high symmetry of the370

benzene molecular geometry allows for distortion in three371

equivalent directions corresponding to the three horizon-372

tal, apex-to-apex C2 axes in the D6h point group. These373

distortions are represented by two sets of three equiva-374

lent stationary points around the point of high symmetry375

on the pseudorotation APES, each separated by a pseu-376

dorotation angle of 60◦ from its opposite-kind neighbors377

and by 120◦ from its pseudorotated images. As a con-378

sequence, three equivalent Au-type and three equivalent379

B1u-type spin densities exist which correspond to the six380

APES stationary points. The pseudorotation of the nu-381

clear geometry between these minima is discussed in de-382

tail in Reference 16; a video file illustrating the evolution383

of the spin density on top of the pseudorotating geom-384

etry in the idealized gas-phase case is included in the385

Supporting Information and described in Section S3.386

Eventually, we want to analyze the thermal data in387

the condensed phase—the natural environment where the388

solvated benzene radical anion is electronically stable and389

physically relevant observation of the JT effect and the390

associated spin density can be made. For this purpose,391

we design a two-step dimensionality reduction procedure392

that represents the spin densities in a feature space of rea-393

sonable dimension in such a way that the two idealized394

JT-distorted cases can be distinguished. The periodic-395

ity of the spin density along the aromatic ring makes it396

advantageous to express its spatial dependence in terms397
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FIG. 2. The relevant 1D spin densities ρs(ϕ) for the Au and
B1u states (Figure 1). The original functions are shown as
black solid lines. The N = 20 Fourier-reconstructed curves
are shown as dashed blue and orange lines, respectively. The
bottom panel illustrates five samples equidistant in their de-
gree n from the employed N = 20 Fourier basis with the sine
components shown in dark gray and cosine components in
light gray.

of a local spherical coordinate system r, ϑ and ϕ (where398

ϕ is the polar angle ranging from 0 to 2π). These co-399

ordinates are obtained by the usual transformation from400

a local Cartesian system in which the x, y-plane is rep-401

resented by the molecular plane of the benzene radical402

anion and the z-axis by its normal with its origin at the403

solute center of mass (see Section S1 of the Supporting404

Information for details). The spherical coordinates rep-405

resent a natural description for the systems in question406

and allow to reduce the dimensionality of the full spin407

density into a one-dimensional (1D) function by partial408

integration. As documented in Section S2 of the Sup-409

porting Information, the 1D spin densities in r and ϑ410

show practically perfect overlap for the two spin density411

types and thus bring no distinction between them. The412

information that distinguishes the two types is contained413

in the remaining possible spin density in ϕ414

ρs(ϕ) =

∫ π

0

∫ rmax

0

dϑdr r2 sinϑρs(r, ϑ, ϕ), (5)415

that describes the character of the spin density around416

the benzene ring. Its shape can be traced back to the417

spatial characteristics of the full spin densities through418

the respective sequence of the 1D maxima and minima419

along the aromatic ring, as shown for the idealized spin420

densities in Figure 2, top panel, full lines. In terms of421

ρs(ϕ), the pseudorotation of each type of the full spin422

density by 120◦ translates simply into a 120◦ shift on the423

ϕ-axis.424

At this point, the 3D spin density is reduced to a 1D425

function that is still fully capable of distinguishing be-426

tween the two spin density types. An additional level427

of simplification that opens the door to numerical anal-428

ysis is achieved by mapping the continuous 2π-periodic429
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1D spin densities onto discreet vectors by means of a430

Fourier series and noting that only the first few harmon-431

ics are necessary to achieve a highly accurate decompo-432

sition as demonstrated by the dashed curves in the top433

panel of Figure 2. This set of Fourier coefficients clearly434

distinguishes the two idealized spin densities in relatively435

few dimensions. While the technical aspects of this step436

are discussed in detail in Section S1 of the Supporting437

Information, we note here that the Fourier decomposi-438

tion was performed using the first 20 harmonics, yielding439

an 82-dimensional Euclidean feature vector for each spin440

density sample (a total of 2(2N + 1) real coefficients are441

needed for a Fourier series counting N harmonic func-442

tions).443

Clustering of the Electronic Structure444

We are now able to represent each spin density distri-445

bution in a compact way and can move to the analysis of446

the electronic structure of the condensed-phase system.447

A visual inspection of the trajectory16 of the solvated448

benzene radical anion clearly reveals the presence of two449

limiting spin density structures similar to the optimized450

ones. Therefore, we aim to perform an analysis that will451

allow us to divide the observed ensemble of condensed-452

phase spin densities into six categories centered around453

each of the limiting spin density structures and includ-454

ing the surrounding thermal population. Once this is455

established, one can examine the correlation between the456

immediate electronic structure and the underlying molec-457

ular geometry of the solute.458

To categorize the spin densities of the thermal, sol-459

vated system, we turn again to GMM clustering to sep-460

arate the data now concisely represented as feature vec-461

tors constructed out of Fourier coefficients. GMM is able462

not only to split the data into natural clusters, but also463

to provide a continuous parametrization of each cluster464

through evaluation of posterior probabilities of cluster465

membership. Indeed, in this case, the data set splits466

cleanly into six clusters as shown by the cluster silhou-467

ettes presented in Figure 3 which average to the mean468

silhouette coefficient of ∼0.4 and contain no outliers for469

the Au state and only a small number of outliers (nega-470

tive silhouette coefficients) for the B1u state. Additional471

clustering validation is documented in Section S2 of the472

Supporting Information. The centers of the six clusters473

then correspond to the electronic structures at the six474

APES minima and the population of each cluster corre-475

sponds to the thermal fluctuations around these minima.476

This is directly shown by summing up the Fourier se-477

ries defined by the coordinates of the cluster centers to478

obtain new 1D spin densities. These exhibit physically479

meaningful properties such as close-to-reference shapes480

(such as those shown in Figure 2) and the expected 120◦481

shifts within each type group (see the Supporting Infor-482

mation, Section S2). While these findings show that the483

excess electron structure is analogous to that found for484

0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
Silhouette Coefficient

FIG. 3. Characterization of the clustering of the electronic
structure by the means of silhouette plots. The top three
clusters represent the Au clusters, the bottom three the B1u

clusters.

the benzene radical anion in the gas phase using a com-485

parable finite orbital basis set, it is important to keep in486

mind that such a system converges to an unbound state487

when the size of the basis set is increased. Only in the488

condensed phase is the species actually bound and its489

JT effect observable and the electronic states physically490

meaningful and potentially experimentally measurable.491

Correlation between the electronic structure and molecular492

geometry493

To quantify the correlation between the molecular494

structure and the spin density we exploit the features495

of the trained Gaussian mixture model to assign a poste-496

rior probability of belonging to a specific cluster to each497

spin density data point. Thus, a generalized single-valued498

parameter p(Au), which can be defined as a sum over499

all Au-type cluster probabilities, gives the overall prob-500

ability that a data point is of the Au-type, including all501

three possible pseudorotations. Clearly, the same can be502

done for the B1u-type clusters and the identity for com-503

plementary probabilities that p(Au) + p(B1u) = 1 has504

to hold. Now, since each spin density data point has a505

unique molecular geometry associated with it, the pro-506

posed probability parameters can be directly correlated507

with the underlying molecular distortions characterized508

by the pseudorotation angle θ as defined above.509

We use these electronic probability parameters to510

weight each point contributing to the probability distri-511

bution in θ, which is almost uniform originally. This512

splits it into two distinct distributions, each with three513

well-defined peaks separated by a 120◦ increment. These514

are shown in Figure 4, exploiting a representation in po-515

lar coordinates with an offset origin. The presented com-516

plementary distributions clearly show that the individual517

symmetries of the molecular distortions are accompanied518
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by spin densities of the same type, as can be deduced519

from the fact that the distortion at θ = 0◦ is uniquely520

identified with the distortion of molecular geometry cor-521

responding to the Au electronic state. It thus appears522

that the electronic character of the JT effect of the ben-523

zene radical anion in liquid ammonia follows closely the524

predicted gas-phase theory while the solvent acts as a525

stabilizing, but non-perturbing environment. Due to the526

correlation shown in Figure 4, we conclude that similar527

information about the JT effect can be extracted from528

the immediate spin density as well as from the immedi-529

ate molecular geometry of the solute.530

Even though the molecular geometries undergo almost531

free pseudorotation with effectively no free energy barri-532

ers and can not therefore be clustered into distinct pop-533

ulations of different pseudorotamers, the situation is dif-534

ferent for the electronic state of the system. As it moves535

along the pseudorotation path, it switches rather sharply536

between the two possible electronic states, as revealed by537

our analysis.538

B. Energetics of the Electronic Structure539

At this point, we turn our attention to the energet-540

ics of the electronic structure of the whole studied sys-541

tem in terms of one-electron levels. The single-electron542

0°

45°

90°

135°

180°

225°

270°

315°

FIG. 4. Correlation of electronic structure with the distortion
of nuclear geometry. Each molecular distortion is character-
ized here by the value of the pseudorotation angle θ. The
distributions of θ weighted by the corresponding electronic
parameters p(Au) (blue) and p(B1u) (orange) are shown in a
linear scale (top panel) as well as in polar coordinates with
an offset zero-distance (bottom panel).

energies are calculated using the G0W0 method19,20 on543

an ensemble of 205 structures drawn with a 0.5 ps stride544

from our previously published hybrid DFT trajectories of545

the benzene radical anion as well as neutral benzene for546

comparison. The absolute energies of the whole spectrum547

were shifted as detailed in Section II. The distribution of548

the obtained G0W0 quasiparticle energies, which accu-549

rately approximate electron binding energies, represents550

the EDOS and is shown in panel A of Figure 5. The dom-551

inant three-peak pattern in both systems can be readily552

related to the neat liquid ammonia EDOS,4 shown here553

in gray shading for reference. In our systems with so-554

lutes, it is accompanied by a multitude of low-intensity555

features along the whole range of energies. We can now556

use the projection approach detailed in Section II to iso-557

late these features and examine the solute and solvent558

spectra separately.559

Focusing first on the benzene radical anion, we obtain560

the solute PDOS shown in panel B of Figure 5. Clearly,561

this component isolates the low-intensity features that do562

not overlap with the neat ammonia EDOS and, moreover,563

uncovers additional ones that were previously contained564

in the high-intensity solvent peaks. Most notably, this565

solute PDOS suggests that the highest energy state, oc-566

cupied by the excess electron, is fully accounted for by the567

solute, consistent with the previously observed spatial lo-568

calization of the spin density.16 Its mean binding energy569

of −2.34 eV and the absence of tails extending into the570

positive values prove that the excess electron is bound571

relative to the vacuum level, thus conclusively answering572

the question of stability of the molecular structure of the573

anion as long as it is solvated in liquid ammonia. Com-574

pared to neutral benzene (Figure 5, panel D), the whole575

anion solute PDOS is noticeably systematically shifted576

towards weaker binding energies. Its shape is modified577

as well, seemingly featuring several peak splittings not578

observed in the neutral system. These are likely due to579

the overall lower symmetry of the anion, rather than due580

to the presence of two distinct JT pseudorotamers, which581

give rise to identical PDOS within the available statisti-582

cal sampling, as shown in panel C of Figure 5. Since583

the excess electron binding energy in the benzene radi-584

cal anion is close to the binding energy of the solvated585

electron of −2.0 eV,5 an overlap might arise in an experi-586

mental photoelectron spectrum if the two species coexist587

in equilibrium, leading to a single broader peak or per-588

haps a double peak feature. This suggests that the excess589

electron binding energy itself might not be sufficient to590

prove the presence of the benzene radical anion. How-591

ever, a viable workaround exists in the predicted changes592

of the lower electronic levels of benzene after the addi-593

tion of the excess electron. These are large enough to be594

measured and several bands are localized in the regions595

where no overlap with the solvent signal is expected, as596

clearly shown by the projected densities.597

Next, we concentrate on the solvent subspace. In Fig-598

ure 6, the solvent PDOS shown in the left-hand side pan-599

els in gray shading features subtle differences compared600
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FIG. 5. The solvated benzene radical and neutral benzene
total G0W0 EDOS and the PDOS projections on the solutes.
Panel A: the total EDOS of the benzene radical anion (red)
and neutral benzene (black) in liquid ammonia. The calcu-
lated pure liquid ammonia EDOS4 is shown in gray. Consis-
tently with the published pure ammonia data, the correspond-
ing peaks are labeled by the symmetry labels of the gas-phase
ammonia molecular orbitals. Panel B: electronic density of
states projected on the anionic solute shows a detailed ac-
count of the electronic structure of the anion, including the
highest occupied state, marked by its binding energy and a
black triangle. Panel C: The benzene radical anion PDOS
resolved for the two type of JT-relevant electronic structure
symmetries. Note the elevated statistical noise due to the
fact that only a subset of the G0W0 contributes to each curve
which are, however, represented at the same kernel bandwith
as the full PDOS in the panel above. Panel D: PDOS of
neutral benzene in liquid ammonia.

to the EDOS of neat ammonia. These appear because601

of the changes of the electronic structure of the solvent602

molecules induced by the interaction with the radical an-603

ion solute. To better quantify this perturbation, we ex-604

ploit the molecular resolution of the PDOS projection605

to resolve the solvent PDOS as a function of distance606

between the solute center of mass and the ammonia ni-607

trogen atoms (Figure 6, main panels). The uniformity608

of the resolved distribution along the distance axis is609

achieved by factoring out the probability density in this610
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FIG. 6. Electronic density of states projected on the solute
subspace and resolved as a function of distance from the center
of mass of the radical anion. Black dashed lines denote the
mean of each peak again as a function of distance. The left
side panel shows the total solute PDOS in gray.

distance. In an infinite system, this is proportional to611

4πr2g(r), where g(r) is the radial distribution function.612

For our finite simulation cell, this quantity is shown in613

the bottom panel of Figure 6; note the decay starting614

after ∼7 Å that corresponds to half the length of the615

simulation box. The distance resolution reveals a small616

systematic shift towards weaker electron binding energies617

in the proximity of the charged solute, up to 0.4 eV in618

the case of the 1e peak. The origin of this effect can be619

attributed to the presence of the excess electron, since620

neutral benzene does not have a similar effect on liquid621

ammonia: its resolved peaks are essentially flat over the622

studied distance range (see Section S2 of the Supporting623

Information). The small magnitude of the perturbation624

of solvent one-electron levels by the solute can be used to625

justify the alternative method of spectrum resolution by626

subtraction of the neat solvent that is typically used in an627

experimental setting where a projection is not an option.628

The possible causes of the observed effect are discussed629

briefly in Section S2 of the Supporting Information in630

terms of molecular clusters in open boundary conditions.631

Additionally, we present a detailed validation of the re-632

quired PDOS properties in Section S2 of the Supporting633

Information.634
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IV. CONCLUSIONS635

The reported analysis of the electronic structure of the636

solvated benzene radical anion in liquid ammonia com-637

plements the analysis of molecular geometry from our638

previous work and provides results that can be directly639

related to future experimental measurements of the sys-640

tem studied here.641

The JT behavior of the solvated radical anion is analo-642

gous to that predicted for the idealized gas-phase species643

based on fundamental theory and symmetries. The elec-644

tronic state and its associated spin density correlates645

strongly with the dynamic distortion of the molecular646

geometry as it undergoes motion through the almost flat647

pseudorotation valley. It thus seems that the presence of648

the solvent is key to stabilize the studied system electron-649

ically but does not perturb it substantially from the per-650

spective of the JT effect. This sets the stage for possible651

experimental studies of the consequences of the JT effect652

on the molecular and electronic structure of the benzene653

radical anion which is not an option in the gas phase654

where the radical anion does not exhibit long-term sta-655

bility. However, such experiments would have to rely on656

ultrafast techniques so that the individual JT structures657

are observed. rather than their high-symmetry average.658

We quantified the solvent-induced stability of the659

benzene radical anion using accurate and computation-660

ally demanding condensed-phase G0W0 calculations per-661

formed on thermal geometries sampled from a hybrid662

DFT AIMD simulation. We estimated the binding en-663

ergy of the excess electron to be −2.34 eV relative to the664

vacuum level, clearly showing that the excess electron665

represents a bound quantum state in solution. Moreover,666

the density of states obtained from such calculations pre-667

dicts the complete valence electronic structure and thus668

provides a way to interpret future photoelectron spec-669

troscopy measurements.670

The present work showcases the descriptive power of671

accurate molecular simulations and detailed analysis of672

their outputs. We captured subtle quantum effects in673

both the spatial and energy domains and obtained a de-674

tailed description of the solvated benzene radical anion675

in liquid ammonia, as well as a prediction of its elec-676

tronic density of states that complements our previous677

prediction of the vibrational density of states. The im-678

mediate next step lies in exploiting the synergy between679

the calculations reported here and future liquid photo-680

electron spectroscopy measurements. Referencing the re-681

sults against the baseline of the solvated neutral benzene682

molecule further aids the interpretation of the anticipated683

experimental results. This combination has the potential684

to experimentally corroborate the solvent-induced sta-685

bility of the benzene radical anion. One remaining issue686

is the computational description of the thermodynamic687

equilibrium between the benzene radical anion and sol-688

vated electrons that will provide additional insight into689

the experimentally observable chemical properties of the690

solvated benzene radical anion as well as an entryway to691

the theoretical exploration of the chemistry of the Birch692

reduction.693

SUPPORTING INFORMATION694

Description of the AIMD simulation and G0W0 cal-695

culation details, additional data analysis details, addi-696

tional results concerning the spin density dimensionality697

reduction, the evaluation of the GMM clustering and the698

projected densities of states. A video file visualizing the699

evolution of spin density over the pseudorotating molec-700

ular structure of the benzene radical anion.701
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S1. ANALYSIS DETAILS859

In the following paragraphs we discuss the details of860

the methods of data postprocessing and analyses that861

were used to obtain the key results presented in the main862

text.863

A. Spin density analysis details864

The 1D spin densities were obtained by partial integra-865

tions of the full, 3D spin density described using a local866

coordinate system as explained in the main text. The867

radial density is calculated as868

ρs(r) =

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

dϑdϕ ρs(r, ϑ, ϕ) sinϑ, (S1)869

the density in the azimuthal angle ϑ as870

ρs(ϑ) =

∫ rmax

0

∫ 2π

0

drdϕ r2ρs(r, ϑ, ϕ) (S2)871

and, finally, the relevant density in the polar angle ϕ as872

ρs(ϕ) =

∫ π

0

∫ rmax

0

dϑdr ρs(r, ϑ, ϕ)r2 sinϑ. (S3)873

The value of rmax is fixed by the maximal available extent874

of the volumetric data. All of these 1D spin densities for875

the ideal structures are shown in Figure S1. Clearly, only876

ρs(ϕ) (right panel) distinguishes between the Au and B1u877
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FIG. S1. One-dimensional spin densities in the variables r, ϑ,
and ϕ.
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FIG. S2. Reconstructed sample of a thermal 1D spin density
in ϕ by decomposition into the Fourier basis of size N = 2, 5,
10 and 20.

states; the remaining two 1D spin densities show perfect878

overlap for the two states in question.879

The P = 2π-periodic densities ρs(ϕ) were further de-880

composed into the Fourier basis of harmonic functions881

exp(in2πϕ/P ), n ∈ Z, collecting the complex coefficients882

of all degrees n883

cn =
1

P

∫ P

0

dϕ ρs(ϕ) exp

(
− in2πϕ

P

)
(S4)884

into a (2N + 1)-dimensional vector c. Already N = 20885

was observed to very closely represent the original 1D886

densities: an example featuring a random sample from887

the thermal ensemble of 1D spin densities and its Fourier888

decomposition into harmonic bases of varying size N is889

shown in Figure S2.890

S2. ADDITIONAL RESULTS891

Here, we present additional results that complement892

and validate the main text results. These include vali-893

dations of the GMM clustering as well as of the PDOS894

projections and complementary analyses of the PDOS of895

both the solute and the solvent that provide data to sup-896

port the discussion in the main text.897
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FIG. S3. One-dimensional spin densities obtained by Fourier
synthesis of the means of the GMM clusters. Different colors
correspond to different clusters.

A. Validation of GMM clustering898

The values in Table S1 reveal the fact the distances899

between closest cluster centers are almost an order of900

magnitude higher than the standard deviations of the901

individual clusters and thus to a clean clustering of the902

data in question.903

Cluster 1 2 3 4 5 6

d [rad−1] 0.350 0.334 0.345 0.342 0.350 0.334
σ [rad−1] 0.0554 0.0554 0.0555 0.0551 0.0552 0.0552

TABLE S1. Clustering characteristics. First row: the Eu-
clidean distance (d) of each cluster to its nearest neighbor.
Second row: Standard deviation (σ) of each cluster.

Next, we verify that the obtained clusters indeed904

represent the spin density shapes expected on physical905

grounds. This is achieved by reconstructing new (i.e.,906

previously not existing in the AIMD data) 1D spin den-907

sities ρ̄si(ϕ) from the cluster means c̄i using the Fourier908

synthesis909

ρ̄si(ϕ) =

N∑
n=−N

c̄i,n exp

(
in2πϕ

P

)
. (S5)910

These mean spin densities are shown in Figure S4.911

Clearly, three curves of the Au type and three curves of912

the B1u type are obtained which respect the 120◦ shifts913

in ϕ due to the pseudorotation. These final means are914

fully invariant to the repetition of the clustering staring915

from different random initial mean estimates.916

FIG. S4.
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FIG. S5. Summation of solute and solvent PDOS for the
benzene radical anion. The top panel shows that the sum
(black, dashed) of solute (blue) and solvent (orange) PDOS
reconstructs the total EDOS (gray shading) perfectly. The
bottom panel shows the same situation in logarithmic scale
to bring out the low-intensity details.

B. Nuclear Sketch-Map917

C. Validation of PDOS properties918

The PDOS theory presented in the previous section919

guarantees through Equation ?? that a set of PDOS920

curves for mutually exclusive molecular subsystems that921

span the whole system must sum exactly to the total922

EDOS. This property is clearly illustrated for the sys-923

tem containing the benzene radical anion in Figure S5924

where the sum of the solute and solvent PDOS perfectly925

recreate the total EDOS. An identical situation can be926

demonstrated for the neutral system which is, however,927

not shown explicitly.928
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However, the sole fact that the PDOS curves sum up to929

the total EDOS does not say anything about the quality930

of the individual projections. This strongly depends on931

the coupling between the subsystems and the character of932

the KS orbitals that enter the calculation of the weights,933

in particular on their spatial localization. The inspection934

of the clarity of the projection, i.e., if it is not contami-935

nated by diffuse states extending from another molecular936

subsystem, relies on the cumulative integration of the937

PDOS curves. If the projection is indeed meaningful in938

terms of molecularity, then the individual PDOS curves939

should integrate to the number of electrons that would940

be expected for an isolated species. For the neutral and941

anionic solutes, this is 30 and 31 explicit electrons since942

the core 1s levels are represented by pseudopotentials in943

our calculations. For the solvent, one can expect eight944

explicit electrons per molecule. The cumulative integrals945

of the PDOS curves shown in Figure S6 show excellent946

agreement with these predictions.947

D. Solute contribution obtained by subtraction948

An alternative way to isolate the solute contribution949

from the total EDOS that is more oriented towards the950

experimental approach relies on subtraction of the neat951

liquid ammonia EDOS from the total EDOS of the sys-952

tem including the solute. The result of this subtraction953

is shown and compared to the solute PDOS in Figure S7.954

The subtraction produces an acceptable outcome where955

the solute states do not overlap with the ones of the sol-956

vent. However, in those areas where they do, the noise957

arising from the seemingly subtle differences between the958

solvent in the total EDOS and the neat one leads to959

overpowering artifacts in the result of the subtraction.960

Clearly, this effect is concentration dependent and the961

more concentrated the solute would be and thus its sig-962

nal stronger, the less of an issue it presents. However,963
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FIG. S6. Cumulative integral of the solute (top) and solvent
(bottom) PDOS for the anionic (red) and neutral (black) sys-
tems.
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FIG. S7. Comparison of projection and subtraction for the
solute contribution. The contribution of the benzene radical
anion to the total EDOS of the system obtained by subtrac-
tion of the neat liquid ammonia EDOS from the total EDOS
of the system including the solute is shown in blue. The solute
PDOS is shown in orange for reference.

it must be expected that the experimental measurement964

will have to deal with subtraction artifacts in some form965

and to some extent. In this light, the PDOS offers a su-966

perior computational treatment that allows us to avoid967

these issues.968

E. Geometric insight into the solvent distance-resolved969

PDOS970

In this section, we demonstrate that the effect observed971

in the one-electron levels of the solvent in proximity of972

the solute demonstrated in the main text in Figure 6 is973
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FIG. S8. Correlation between the distance of a solvent nitro-
gen form the benzene radical anion center of mass and the
average H–N–H angle (left) and average N–H bond length
(right). The blue color scale shows the normalized probabil-
ity distribution over the pairs of coordinates in question.
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FIG. S9. Open boundary conditions G0W0 EDOS of molec-
ular clusters carved out of the bulk AIMD structures. The
inset shows the first solvent peak in detail.

a first-order effect caused directly by the solute perturb-974

ing the solvent electron rather than a geometry-mediated975

second-order effect. In particular, we observe no corre-976

lation between the distance of the solvent from the so-977

lute center of mass and the average molecular H–N–H978

angle and N–H bond length and thus no molecular ge-979

ometry change is expected for the molecules in proximity980

of the solute. These correlations are shown as bivariate981

probability densities in Figure S8 and correspond to the982

average bending and stretching of the ammonia solvent983

molecules. It thus seems that the perturbation of the984

solvent one-electron levels in molecules that are in close985

contact with the charged solute is caused directly by the986

solute affecting the solvent electrons.987

F. Solvent One-electron Levels Outside of the Bulk988

Solution989

It might be expected that a major component to this990

effect is the electrostatic effect of the excess charge. In the991

bulk solution, the electrostatic contribution must be no-992

ticeably screened by the dielectric environment provided993

by liquid ammonia. Thus, a further level of qualitative994

insight into the perturbation of the solvent one-electron995

levels is achieved by carving out small molecular clus-996

ters including just the closest solvent molecules and re-997

calculating the G0W0 in open boundary conditions. Note998

that the open boundaries directly provide absolute bind-999

ing energy values and no additional alignment is neces-1000

sary. This is shown in Figure S9 for spherical clusters of1001

various radii. Here, the solvent peaks are shifted more1002

significantly by +1.5 to +3.0 eV towards lower bind-1003

ing energies in comparison to the +0.4 eV maximal bulk1004

shift of the 1e peak. A detailed insight into the problem1005

of benzene-radical-anion–ammonia clusters is provided in1006
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FIG. S10. Electronic density of states projected on the solute
subspace and resolved as a function of distance from the center
of mass of the neutral benzene. Additional details of the plots
are identical with the main text Figure 6.

G. Neutral benzene solvent PDOS1008

Figure S10 shows the neutral counterpart of the anion1009

Figure 6 of the main text. Note that in this case the1010

distance-resolved peaks show no visible effect in solvent1011

localized in proximity to the solute.1012

S3. DESCRIPTION OF VIDEO FILES1013

To visualize the pseudorotation of the electronic struc-1014

ture on top of a pseudorotating molecular geometry of1015

the benzene radical anion, we present the video file1016

excess_electron_pseudorotation.mp4. This captures1017

the pseudorotation of the molecular geometry obtained1018

as an artificial motion of the atomic positions along the1019

two relevant orthonormal vibrational modes Qx and Qy1020

defined in the main text. The ideal circular pseudorota-1021

tion path is achieved by the following propagation1022

Qx(t) = A cosωt

Qy(t) = A sinωt,
(S6)1023

where t is time parameter, ω is the vibrational frequency1024

of the degenerate mode pair (~ω = 1747 cm−1) and the1025

amplitude of motion A = 0.25 a.u. which follows from the1026

natural position of the pseudorotational minimum path1027

in the simulated data (Figure 4, main text). On top of the1028

molecular trajectory we calculated the electronic struc-1029

ture evolution at the revPBE0-D3/TZVP level of the-1030

ory. The spin density contours are shown at the values1031
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of ±0.006 Å−3 and ±0.0025 Å−3, colored in green and1032

purple for the positive and negative parts respectively.1033

The image files were rendered using the Tachyon ray1034

tracerS2 embedded in the VMD molecular visualization1035

software.S3 For smooth animation, the propagation time1036

step of 0.1255 fs was used for the discrete parametrization1037

of the path, which results in the video playback speed of1038

5.07 s/pseudorotation period with the used 30 fps frame1039

rate.1040
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